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In sculpture of the creative process, the choice of materials and use is an eternal 
topic. In today's industrial technology is highly developed society, almost any kind of 
natural product or industrial product, all without exception as express yourself by 
sculptors brought artistic language medium. Sculptor through to since ancient times 
some materials and new materials of constant exploration and development, and in the 
process of continuously with your own experience and contemporary social 
background, to re-design of conceptual structure material, which makes the 
connotation and sculpture materials derived also get the fundamental changes. In this 
process, the sculpture by the image of various materials to show more in 
contemporary sculpture, so the choice of materials, to be more important. 
This article will first brief review before the industrial revolution in the human 
society, the sculpture art of different style period for materials selection of change. 
Material changing also means the continuous development of human industrial 
technology advances, these endless new material also continues to bring new material 
to people of sense and visual sense. Then discuss after the industrial revolution of 
European sculpture art development, such as the beginning of the 20th century the 
emergence of modern socialist sculpture, constitute a socialist sculpture, art of the 
earth and other art forms, through their respective numerous artists in emerging 
material is different understanding and using different techniques to create to bring 
unexpected at the impact of art works. If the marcel duchamp fountains of the 
package, Chris many Capitol "and so on the work, it is to let a material with a new 
form before our eyes, and changed its sculpture aesthetics. Finally focus is to talk 
about western sculpture art on the influence of Chinese sculpture art development, 
and through some contemporary Chinese sculpture interpretation and analysis, to 
understand and explore its work conception and material selection. And the end of his 
text is according to its own learning experiences and the shallow understanding of 
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图 1《威兰多夫的维纳斯》             图 2《吉萨狮身人面像》 
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